The signed and framed photographs of the “Return to Eden” and “Closer to Home” exhibits are for sale. These prints have been produced using the Epson Ultrachrome K3 pigment inks on Hahnemuhle PhotoRag 308 paper, a 100% cotton rag paper produced by a company in continuous operation since the 1584. Properly stored and protected, the prints have lifespans exceeding 100 years.

Each print is signed, framed, and will include an internationally registered Certificate of Authenticity.

Note: 50% of proceeds from any sale will go to support the work of The Warner Library and Tarrytown Neighborhood House.

---

Fitzgerald Gallery – First Floor - Return to Eden

San Family Portrait $1,500
Clay $ 400
All Other Prints $ 600

Room C Gallery – Third Floor - Closer to Home

All Prints $ 350